The thing is it used to beep once at POST and load everything, then Dr. Debug would display what seemed to be a harmless code which I thought was normal. ASRock Z68 Extreme3 Gen3 Manual Online: Motherboard Layout. USB 2.0 T: USB0 B: USB1 USB 2.0 T: USB2 B: USB3 USB 3.0 T: USB4 Top: RJ-45 B: USB5.

Asrock Z68 Extreme3 Gen3 Error 45. I downloaded and ran ASROCK z68 Extreme 4 DR Debug Code 45 – Motherboards … – I'm getting DR Debug code 45. Shroud from c9 was talking about a g302+ refresh. Apparently logitech fixed some sort of skate imbalance. They're going to release this refresh soon. ASROCK FATAL1TY Z68 PROFESSIONAL GEN3 INTEL Z68 Code 19 Forum, ASROCK z68 Extreme 4 DR Debug Code 45 Forum, More resources.
Dr. Debug, Smart Switch Design: Power/Reset/Clear CMOS Switch with LED.

ASRock Z68 EXTREME3 GEN3 Motherboard Socket S1155 Z68 ATX VGA DVI.

Unboxing ASRock z68 extreme3 Gen3 + 2500k, MSi GTX 560 Ti - Duration: iPC #4.

INTEL IVY BRIDGE COREI5 3570K @ 4.4 GHZ / ASROCK Z68 EXTREME 3 GEN 3 / 2X 4G CORSAIR VENGENCE DDR3 1600 CL9 / 2X CORSAIR 128 GB SSD

If its a driver problem then it will fix itself, however I'm trying to debug the current cause of this. Faulting application start time: 0x01cff176e45cc30a
